
You  were born with innate knowledge, called intuition, to know
what your body needs.

You can start learning to tune into your body and use your intuition,
right now!  
Intuitive Eating is a method of unravelling the lies Die Culture has
told you most of your life and finally remembering how to eat foods
that are nourishing AND that you enjoy without restriction!
Food has no moral value. It is neither “good” nor “bad”.
Your value is not based on what you eat.

Diet Culture is a set of beliefs that values thinness, appearance
and shape above health and wellbeing.  Diet Culture is designed to
make you feel like it’s your fault the diet didn’t work

95% of dieters regain their weight and then some, within 2 years.
It’s not you, it’s the diet!
Restrictive eating perpetuates the binge eating behavior
Diet Culture markets messages that make you hate your body from
needing to “snap back” post-pregnancy to needing to lose the “Covid-
15 lbs”

How To Feel Good In Your Body Now, Momma!

1- It's not you, it's the diets!!!

2- You know what your body needs! 

3- You can be healthy in your current body!  

Socioeconomic, Environmental and other Health factors like
genetics, stress level, coping skills, and smoking, alcohol and drug
use.
Diet and exercise only make up 15% of the Determinants of Health
outlined by the WHO
You can start incorporating health-promoting habits without
focussing on shrinking your body, right now! 

Diet Culture has led you to believe that only diet, exercise and weight loss will
make you healthy. But in fact, there are many other aspects of life that
contribute to health! These include: 

3- You can be healthy in your current body!  

3 Life Changing Facts for moms to feel good about their body now, and
quit the diet rollercoaster for good.



1- Give yourself unconditional permission to eat!

2- Tune into and follow your hunger cues

3- Practice the thought:
 “I am worthy of ( love, respect, etc.) in my current body!"

Body Acceptance starts with your thoughts, not the scale.

Shrinking your body will not automatically make you feel good in
your body!
You can start moving towards body acceptance today in your
current body!

Bonus Life Changing Fact + Steps Every Mom Must Know
To Quit Dieting and Accept Your Body For Good!

4- You don’t have to LOVE your body to accept and respect it! 

3 Steps you can take right now!

You’ve got this Momma!
 For more information on how to implement these strategies.

Contact me! 
www.gillianyuan.com

I’m happy to help you move towards a life of food freedom, body trust
and fully living!  
My Motherhood : UnDieted Program will help you move from constant
dieting to Food Freedom & Body Trust!  
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Non-Diet Mom Coach
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